
vAnalytics™ for WebEx™

Enable Rapid Growth
Actionable, easy to understand data gives your support teams

the insights they need to improve user experience. In addition,

once usage patterns are understood, better policies can be

created to drive growth in collaboration and productivity.

Control Operating Costs
Webex costs consist of audio, licensing, and storage components

and can involve multiple vendors and complex pricing schemes.

The first step to controlling these costs is to know the sources and

be able to measure the impact of changing policies.

Simplify Reporting and Compliance
vAnalytics’ clean and intuitive interface brings compelling charts,

graphs, and interactive data to your screen in an instant, and

these can be exported and used to drive organizational goals

and meet compliance requirements.
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One Single Interface for all Collaboration Analytics | Customizable panels and graphs that persist

after logging out for individual user dashboards | Highly accurate data | Cloud-based, simple

deployment that scales to any size | Data connection in Minutes, not Days | Free Install,

Updates & Maintenance

vAnalytics™ Monitors:
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Features:

Actionable insights for collaboration

http://www.vyopta.com/demo


vAnalytics™ for Webex

Fast, Responsive and Clean Interface

Vyopta Cloud Architecture
The Vyopta collector is a lightweight piece of software that sits on internal servers to constantly

monitor and periodically transmit key video communication parameters securely to the Vyopta

central cloud. The data is then processed, cleaned, and stored for up to 8 years. In most video

systems, data lives only on the device memory that fills up unpredictably, making native

performance analysis impossible. vAnalytics pulls from all points in the network for 360°

visibility. After processing, the data is sent back in a secure HTTPS communication channel to

the Vyopta web portal for customer consumption. vAnalytics deployments are based on video

capacity, so vAnalytics adds the value to network management for video networks of any size.
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Simple | Secure | Lightweight | Fast
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